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a b s t r a c t

Polymer nanocomposites with polymer grafted nanoparticles (NPs) are of great interest since they have
improved properties relative to their unfilled analogs. While it is well-appreciated that nanocomposite
flow behavior is critically affected by filler dispersion, the roles of the matrix and the polymeric grafts
remain unexplored. We perform linear oscillatory rheology on composites of polystyrene-grafted silica
NPs in two different polystyrene matrices which have similar dispersion states and glass transition
temperatures, Tg. When the matrix viscosity is considerably lower than that of the neat NP melt, the
composite viscosities follow the scaling ideas applicable to star/linear polymer mixtures, well above the
Einstein prediction. The higher matrix molecular weight shows lower viscosity, essentially following the
Einstein relationship, presumably because faster modes of relaxation become available. We conclude that
there is a deep, currently unexploited, analogy between the viscosity of polymer-grafted NP and star
polymers.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Polymer nanocomposites often have improved mechanical
[1e4], optical [5,6], thermal and electrical properties [7e9] over
their unfilled polymer counterparts. The filler size, distribution and
dispersion can change each of those properties significantly
[10e13]. While it is generally believed that materials with well-
dispersed fillers have enhanced properties [14], our work on the
rheology of the melt state reveal that mechanical reinforcement is
maximized when the particles percolate across the system, a result
that is most easily attained when the NPs form highly anisotropic
assemblies.

Our previous work has shown that the NP dispersion state can
be controlled by varying the density and chain length of polymer
grafts on the NP surface [13]. The idea here is that the NP and the
polymer grafts are immiscible, and hence the surfactancy of these
materials can be varied by altering the graft parameters. A newer
idea is that the effective attraction between the NP cores, or alter-
nately the repulsion between the cores and the polymeric coronas,
can be controlled with fillers bearing two populations of polymer

brushes: a densely grafted short brush which reduces the effective
attraction between NP cores and a sparsely grafted long brush
which controls the entropic interactions (and miscibility) with the
matrix [14e16].

While there has been considerable interest in the viscosity
behavior of grafted brush nanocomposites, there is currently no
method for predicting this quantity as a function of graft density
and molecular weight of the brush and matrix molecular weight.
Much of the current understanding, experiments and simulations
are limited to bare fillers or short brush grafted fillers (M <Me) in a
polymer melt. Nanocomposite viscosity has been shown to be a
complex function of particle size and matrix molecular weight
[17e24]. It has been found that adding small polystyrene beads to
polystyrene matrices of different molecular weight can result in
composites with higher or lower viscosity than the polymer melt
[18e22,25e27]. Computer simulations [17,23,24,27e29] show
several regimes of plasticization (lowered viscosity) and rein-
forcement (increased viscosity) [17]. For short unentangled matrix
chains, plasticization occur for fillers with a diameter less than Rg,
the chain radius of gyration. For longmatrix chains, plasticization is
found for fillers with size smaller than the entanglement tube
diameter, i.e., 2R < dT [30]. All of these effects are predicted in the
case of athermal mixtures; the introduction of attractions between* Corresponding author.
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the NPs and the chains serve to shift these boundaries so that it
becomes harder to see regimes with reduced viscosities on the
addition of the NPs. The available experimental data fit well within
these predicted regimes. However, these simulation studies did not
comment on the increase of free volume with the addition of
nanoparticles and they were limited to bare fillers and very low
filler loadings.

To the best of our knowledge, the viscosity of nanocomposites
with long brush grafted fillers has yet to be systematically inves-
tigated. One aspect that is well-appreciated is that the NP disper-
sion state strongly controls the rheology of these materials. Thus,
solid-like mechanical response at low frequencies, i.e., a plateau
in G0 as a function of frequency, occurs when the NPs percolate
across the system, with this percolation being controlled by the
grafting density, chain length and the matrix length. While this
knowledge exists, the consequences of the graft parameters on the
viscosity of the nanocomposites and the parameters that control
them remain unexplored at this time. In this paper, we examine the
viscosity of polystyrene-grafted SiO2 nanoparticles well dispersed
in two homopolymer matrices to understand these issues.

An important background study, which will be of relevance, is
how the viscosity of mixtures of star and linear polymers vary with
the star functionality, and the zero-shear viscosity of the linear
chains. Struglinksi et al. [31] found that the blend's zero shear
viscosity, h0, was dependent on the viscosities of the individual
components, namely ðh0Þ1 and ðh0Þ2 as:

h0 ¼ ðh0Þ
f1
1 $ ðh0Þ

f2
2 (1)

where f1 is the volume fraction of component 1, as long as the star's
viscosity was much larger than that of the neat melt [31]. The sit-
uation where the melt has a higher viscosity than the star was
probed indirectly by Watanabe et al. [32] who found that the star
relaxation in these cases was much faster than that expected by
diffusion if it followed the Stokes-Einstein relationship, i.e., if it was
directly determined by the macroscopic viscosity of the blends.

Here, we critically examine the applicability of these ideas to the
nanocomposite systems of our interest. We show that for systems
with good NP dispersion, the matrix molecular weight plays a
critical role in determining the system's viscosity behavior. When
thematrixmolecular weight is comparable to themolecular weight
of a polymer graft, the viscosity follows Eq. (1). In contrast, when
the matrix molecular weight is doubled, Eq. (1) dramatically
overpredicts the system viscosity, which instead follows the Ein-
stein relationship with the NP playing the role of a colloidal
particle.

2. Experimental

SiO2-7k-100k Synthesis: Bimodal brush particles were synthe-
sized using a sequential RAFT polymerization similar to a process
described previously [14]. To a solution of colloidal silica particles
(Nissan Chemicals Inc., 30 wt% dispersion in MIBK, SiO2
density ¼ 2.2 g/mL) diluted with THF, we added 3-
aminopropyldimethylethoxysilane and a trace amount of octyldi-
methylmethoxysilane to maintain dispersibility through this syn-
thetic step. This mixture was heated at 65% C for 4 h under an inert
(N2) atmosphere. The surface-anchored amine groups were then
allowed to react with 2-mercaptothiazoline-activated 4-
cyanopentanoic acid dithiobenzoate (CPDB). The graft density of
these covalently bound chain transfer agents was determined by
comparing a UV-Vis spectrum of a grafted particle sample
dispersed in THF to a calibration curve constructed from known
amounts of free CPDB in solution. The surface polymerization of
styrene monomer was performed at 65% C. The polystyrene-grafted

particles were precipitated in hexane and recovered by centrifu-
gation. The chains from a small sample of polystyrene-grafted
particles were cleaved using hydrofluoric acid (HF), and the chain
length and dispersity were analyzed by gel-permeation chroma-
tography (GPC). The remainder of the sample was redispersed in
THF. A large excess of azobis(isobutyronitrile) (AIBN) was used to
cleave the RAFT agent to prevent further chain growth.

The particles, grafted with the short brush of polystyrene, were
refunctionalized with CPDB as described above. A small sample of
these particles was vacuum dried for TGA and UV-Vis analysis. The
graft density of the second population of chain transfer agent was
determined by normalizing the % silica in the sample based on TGA
weight loss due to grafted polystyrene, and this correctedmass was
correlated with the UV-Vis spectrum of the sample to determine
the density of RAFT agents on the silica surface. The polymerization
of this second population of polystyrene chains was conducted as
described above. After the polystyrene-grafted particles were
precipitated in hexane, a small sample was taken and the chains
cleaved with HF. The molecular weight and dispersity of both
populations of cleaved chains was analyzed by GPC. The bimodal
polymer grafted particles were redispersed in THF, and the second
population of RAFT agent was cleaved using a large excess of AIBN
before further use.

In the rest of this study we used a filler which was a 15 nm
diameter silica termed SiO2-7k-100k. Two populations of polymer
brushes were grafted to the surface: a short polystyrene brush with
MW ¼ 7 kg/mol and a graft density ¼ 0.25 chains/nm2, and long
polystyrene brush with MW ¼ 100 kg/mol and a graft
density ¼ 0.08 chains/nm2.

Composite Processing: The matrix polymers (96 kg/mol or
190 kg/mol polystyrene) were individually dissolved in THF to
make a 0.1 g/mL solution. The PS grafted SiO2 nanoparticles were
added to this solution to generate specific loadings. The volume
percent of SiO2 were: 1 vol%, 2 vol%, 3 vol% and 4 vol%, respectively.
The solution was mixed using a Sonics and Materials Vibracell VCX
750 Watt unit for 1 min at 40% amplitude using the pulsed setting
of 2 s on and 0.5 s off. The solution was cast at room temperature
into aluminum boats. The composites were annealed in a vacuum
oven at 120% C for 1 day and 18 h, and then hot pressed at 140% C in a
Carver hot-press. Another set of samples at 2 vol% SiO2 in 96k and
190k PS was prepared in the same way and annealed for 7 days. It
was found that the samples annealed for 7 days had similar
dispersion states, glass transition temperatures, viscosity data and
shear modulus data to the samples annealed for the shorter times.
This suggests, the samples annealed for ~2 days were near
equilibrium.

Rheology: Oscillatory rheology experiments were conducted on
a TA instruments AR-G2 rheometer with parallel plate geometry. A
strain sweep was run at 1 rad/s to determine the linear viscoelastic
region. Frequency sweeps were run at 1.5% strain from 250 rad/s to
0.25 rad/s. Normalized viscosity was calculated by dividing com-
posite zero shear viscosity (h0) by matrix polymer h0. The poly-
styrene grafted nanoparticle viscosity was approximated as the
viscosity of hot pressed polystyrene grafted SiO2 discs at the
highest temperature and lowest frequency.

3. Results and discussion

The TEM images in Fig. 1 show that the nanoparticles are well
dispersed throughout the matrix for all loadings in both matrices. A
more quantitative metric of dispersion is the mean free length Lf
[33], which is the measure of the filler free or pure polymer domain
size. For well dispersed samples Lf can be thought of as interparticle
distance. For a given volume fraction of filler and for a fixed sample
slice thickness, a smaller Lf is indicative of a better dispersion.
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Table S1 in the supporting information lists the Lf for the four
loadings in each matrix. For a given loading, Lf is similar for the 96k
matrix and 190k matrix and at both annealing times indicating that
the dispersion state is similar. Given that we have four different
loadings we have deduced the scaling of Lf with the silica loading in
the sample, fsilica, as Lf & f

'2=3
silica . The prefactor here turns out to

7 nm, which is comparable to the radius of the NPs. Why we obtain
this precise scaling is unclear to us, and we leave this as an open
question at this time. Nevertheless, bothmaterials display excellent
nanoparticle dispersion.

The thermal properties of the matrix polymer and polymer
nanocomposites were measured using Differential Scanning Calo-
rimetry (DSC). As filler loading increased, the glass transition
temperature (Tg) decreased as seen in Fig. 2. To further explore the
thermal behavior of thesematerials, the Tg of a compositewith only
brush modified nanoparticles was measured and found to be
100.8% C ±0.5% C. We compare our experimental results with pre-
dictions of the Fox-Flory equation:

1
Tg

¼ w1
Tg;1

þ w2
Tg;2

(2)

where Tgx is the Tg of component x and wx is its weight fraction. In
this case, component 1 is the matrix polymer and component 2 is

the polymer grafted filler. The predictions of this equation are
shown in Fig. 2 and the error bars represent the standard deviation
in the Tgmeasurement. The 96kmatrix composites matches the Fox
equation prediction up to 0.24 wt fraction of filler plus grafted
polymer. The 190k matrix composites match up to 0.08 wt fraction
of filler plus grafted polymer and shows a negative deviation at
higher loadings. This suggests better mixing between the grafted
and matrix chains in the 96k PS composites than in the 190K
composites. Thus, while these systems always show good NP
dispersion, these results indicate that the entropic penalty for
matrix/brush mixing is beginning to become important for the
larger matrix molecular weight.

The flow behavior of these materials was measured by linear
oscillatory rheology. The relative viscosity (hrel), i.e., the compos-
ite's zero shear viscosity (h0) normalized by the matrix's zero shear
viscosity, is plotted against filler loading (f) for the two sets of
composites in Fig. 3. Because the Tg varies in these samples (and
thus the free volume at a constant temperature), it is important to
compare the viscosity at the same homologous temperature (Th)
defined for pure matrix polymer as: Th ¼ T

Tg . This homologous
temperature and the composite Tg were then used to determine the
measurement temperature for the viscosity. The experimental data
measured at constant temperature is shown in Figure S1. The trends
in Figure S1 are similar to those adjusted for the homologous

Fig. 1. TEM images of SiO2 7k 100k polystyrene composites. All scale bars are 200 nm a-d) 1 vol%, 2 vol%, 3 vol% and 4 vol% SiO2 in 96k PS. e-h) 1 vol%, 2 vol%, 3 vol% and 4 vol% SiO2

in 190k PS.
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Fig. 2. Glass transition temperature for each composite set and theoretical prediction from Fox equation. a) thermal data for 96k PS matrix composites. b) thermal data for 190k PS
matrix composites.

Fig. 3. Relative viscosity vs. filler loading plots measured at Th. A) Normalized zero shear viscosity vs loading of SiO2 for 96k PS. B) Normalized viscosity verses loading of SiO2 for
190k PS. C) Normalized zero shear viscosity vs loading of SiO2 and short grafted polymer for 96k PS. D) Normalized viscosity verses loading of SiO2 and short grafted polymer for
190k PS. E) Normalized zero shear viscosity vs loading of SiO2 and grafted polymer for 96k PS. F) Normalized viscosity verses loading of SiO2 and grafted polymer for 190k PS.
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temperature (Fig. 3). In Fig. 3a and b the Einstein prediction for the
viscosity, hrel ¼ 1þ 2:5f, is shown for comparison. The largest de-
viation from Einstein's prediction is seen in the 96k PS matrix
composites. There is a slight positive deviation from the Einstein
prediction in Fig. 3b (190k); the addition of the quadratic term does
not help in bringing better agreement. In Fig. 3c and d the short
brush is added to the volume fraction of the filler. In this case there
is a large positive deviation for the 96k PS matrix and for the larger
190k PSmatrix the data is close to both the batchelormodel and the
star mixing model. The two sets of composites have the same
particle distribution as verified by TEM images and Lf calculations,
grafted filler (SiO2-7k-100k), processing conditions and experi-
mental setup. The only difference between the two is the matrix
polymer molecular weight. The interactions between the matrix
polymer and grafted polymer are therefore conjectured to cause
different deviations from the Einstein equation.

In contrast to the results presented above, it is seen that the
190k data set in Fig. 3e is not fit well by the star polymer model (Eq.
(1)) for any loading. However, the 96k matrix data, in Fig. 3f, is fit
well by this equation at loadings up to 20 vol%. Since the viscosity of
the PS grafted SiO2 NPs is about ~600 times larger than for the 96k
matrix but only ~60 times larger than the 190k matrix, it is
reasonable that the former data indeed conform to the predictions
of the star/linear mixtures ideas proposed by Struglinski et al. [31]
We thus conjecture that the higher molecular weight matrices are
thus in a regime where some other relaxation process, such as
dynamic dilution, is occurring which leads to faster relaxations and
hence lower than expected viscosities. This conclusion is consistent
with the Tg results which suggest that the 190k samples had a lower
than expected glass transition temperature, or faster segmental
dynamics. These findings are also consistent with results published
for solid state composites. Natarajan et al. investigated the stiffness
of polymer nanocomposites by nanoindentation [14]. A larger
normalized stiffness was found for polymer nanocomposites with a
grafted brushMW similar to the matrix MW. Fracture behavior was
found to change with matrix MW [34]. For grafted polymer of low
MW, brittle failure in the form of crazing was observed; for high
MW grafted polymer, shear bands were observed [34].

To gain more insight into the polymer nanocomposite melt
behavior, their shear moduli were measured via oscillatory
rheology. Master curves were generated from time temperature
superposition data for each sample. The shear storage modulus
master curves are shown in Fig. 4. There is no significant change in
the rubbery plateau (at intermediate frequencies) with filler
loading for either set of composites. The rubbery plateau modulus,
GN, is related to the entanglement molecular weight Me [35].

GN ¼ rRT
Me

(3)

Since GN is constant for all loadings this suggests that the filler
has not measurably changed the Me (e.g. hasn't disrupted the
entanglement network), a result that is consistent with computer
simulations. There is, however, some change in the shear storage
modulus in the low frequency terminal region.

Interesting trends in chain relaxation are seen in the terminal
region. The slopes of the shear storage modulus in the terminal
region are a qualitative measure of the polymer chain relaxation
times. A polymer melt is known to have a slope of two in this re-
gion. The terminal region experimental data and the corresponding
slopes are shown in Fig. 5. For the 96k PS matrix composites in
Fig. 5a, there is a noticeable decrease in the slope of G0 as filler
loading is increased. This suggests that the filler is slowing the
chain relaxation in these composites. In Fig. 5b the data for the 190k
PS matrix set is shown. Here there a smaller decrease in slope as
filler loading is increased, indicating the chain relaxation is faster in
the 190k composites compared to the 96k composites at the same
filler loading.

4. Discussion

There are essentially three results that have emerged from this
work: (i) All the nanocomposites studied show a negative deviation
from the Fox-Flory equation for Tg, with this departure occurring at
lower volume fractions for the larger molecular weight matrix. (ii)
The viscosity of the nanocomposite with the low molecular weight
matrix follows empirical ideas developed for star/linear polymer
blends. (iii) The viscosity of the nanocomposite with the higher
molecular weight blend appears to follow the Einstein relationship.
We propose two alternative scenarios to explain these results:

Since the overall distance between the NPs has not changed
when we vary the matrix molecular weight, and the number of
entanglements has not changed, some other factor is leading to the
change in Tg and the rheology behavior that we observe. One
possibility is changes in miscibility of the system, which is deter-
mined by the ratio of matrix polymer to grafted polymer molecular
weight or P/N [11,12,14e16,34]: it is known for relatively high
grafting densities that phase separation occurs when P/N > 4, and
the grafted brushwill collapse. For our system the 96kmatrix the P/
N ratio is 0.96 whereas for the 190k matrix the P/N ratio is 1.9
[36e38], and so one possibility is that these systems are becoming
less miscible with increasing matrix length [36,37,39]. This hy-
pothesis simultaneously explains the larger Tg decreases and the
departure of rheological behavior from star/linear melt like to an
Einstein-like behavior found with the larger molecular weight
matrices (Fig. 3b, d and 3f support this as the experimental data for
190k is closest to the Batchelor model which is valid for micron
sized hard spheres.). The data in Fig. 3b show a small decrease in
the terminal region slope with loading, for hard spheres we would

Fig. 4. Storage modulus master curves generated from Time-Temperature-Superposition. A) Master curves for composites in 96k PS. B) Master curves for composites in 190k PS.
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expect little change in this slope until very high loadings f~0.5.
While these conclusions appear reasonable at first glance, there

is little evidence in the literature to support the claim that a
reduced miscibility between the brush and the matrix manifests
itself inmeasurable properties at these P/N values. Indeed Chevigny
et al. [38], and Jayaraman, Krishnamoorti and coworkers have
shown that brush dimensions do not change in the single phase
regime, and measurable changes only occur in regimes where
phase separation occurs, i.e., P/N > 4. Thus, unless the behavior is
different in the case of bimodal grafts, we may need another
mechanism to explain the rheological and thermal response of
these blends. Thus, another possibility is the change in relaxation
mechanismwith increasingmatrix chain length. For short matrices,
the matrix relaxes much quicker than the grafted chains: the
slowest relaxation therefore is the star-like relaxation of the teth-
ered chains in an entanglement mesh formed by the grafted chains
on adjacent stars. This behavior should result in viscosity behavior
following that observed for star/linear mixture, in good agreement
with the fact that the viscosity of these mixtures follow the Stru-
glinski et al. ideas (Eq. (1)). With increasing matrix molecular
weight, however, following Watanabe et al., we propose that the
mode of relaxation changes from arm retraction to a constraint
release Rouse like motion of the arms which is retarded due to the
presence of the matrix. The fundamental point here is that the
mechanism changes from something reminiscent of a star molecule
to something more akin to the behavior of a colloidal particle in a
polymer melt with increasing matrix molecular weight.

5. Conclusion

We explore the dynamic properties of polymer nanocomposites
where good, uniform NP dispersion is achieved by grafting a
bimodal brush on the NPs: a dense population of short grafted
polymers reduces the enthalpic attraction between the NP cores,
while a sparse second population provides the entropic drive for
miscibility with the matrix. Oscillatory rheology was used to
measure the viscosity and shear moduli for the two composite
systems, where the NP was held constant but the matrix molecular
weight was doubled from ~96k to 190k. The two composites had
distinct viscosity behavior despite similar dispersion states, Tg and
processing conditions. It was found that the viscosity of the com-
posite with the 96k matrix acts similar to a star-linear mixture has
slower chain relaxation. In contrast, the composites with the 190k
matrix follow the Einstein equation suggesting that the NP acts akin
to a colloidal filler in the polymer melt. More detailed in-
vestigations of this interesting transition behavior, as a function of
matrixmolecular weight are necessary to fully understand this very
interesting behavior.
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